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A Events all coming together, my health problem and

advancing age, and the problems of having to make decisions

which I couldn't--l didn't have the time to do it and

furthermore I would be accused of bias in certain places.

So I approached the director, then director of the world

health organization, Dr. Kan·Dow after prior discussion with

Dr. Charles Coburn who was in charge of the--he was in charge

of the division and I asked whether the world health organization

would accept the responsibility for having the basic, original

seed strains of each of the three types and take on the

responsibility of having applications made to it by countries

like Egypt and others for a determination whether they had the

personnel, the capacity, the needs to make a vaccine that

could be properly controlled and safety. And very much to

my delight Dr. Kan Dow accepted this as a W.H.O. responsibility.

He proposed it to the World Health Assembly and it was approved

and then he set up a special oral polio vaccine committee for

~abin strains of polio virus of which I am only a member.

And they are really performing the total function now

and it has become quite an operation with meetings every year

of accepting say applications for the strains for guarding the

original strains which at a very dramatic meeting that we had

in GBneva in I think October or November of 1975 by the Bureau

of Biologics in Washington who tested some of my original

material that had been stored at -700 C. refrigerator for

nineteen years had just been found to be fully potent--the

-- - - -----------------------------------
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same potency it had nineteen years ago and therefore it would be

possible to prepare new seed lots for it. And then W.H.O. had

taken the responsibility of making new seed lots for posterity

so they are now doing all sorts of things that I wouldn't have

been able to do and the reason that I didn't turn this

responsibility over to the United States rather than to the

World Health Organization was that I figured that the United
against

States would have to make a decision amoug certain countries

particularly where diplomatic relations were not good. For

example the united States didn't have diplomatic relations

with Egypt at the time that also it might be accused of bias.

And I thought that a world international body should have it.

I was very happy that W.H.O. undertook it but it was also in

connection with this responsibility that the World Health

Assembly then passed a resolution that the United Nations

should undertake or the World Health Organization specifically

the responsibility of supplying vaccine to countries that

cannot afford it and to help with vaccination campaigns

because polio remained a problem in many parts of the world

and I think this is what we will have to discuss next.

Q Yes. Alright. Before we go into that discussion

I wonder if you would consent to discuss two other matters.

And we touched upon this peripherally. You said that

foreign producers let us say like Merieux in France or

RIT in Belgium or Phiser, all signed personal contracts

with you for the production and in essence you were the

overseer of production. Did these companies for example

have good subsequent records. How were their personnel.
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Were their personnel--?

A Well, of course personnel is very important. I would

say that in countries that developed their own controlling

agencies like the United States, Canada or Britain are no

problems because I left it with them. It was their

responsibility then to supervise that they had the proper

personnel, that. the buildings were right, that everything

was right. But France had not yet--France represents "another

political situation on which I may comment now.

Merieux went into the business of producing oral

polio vaccine very early, 1960, 1961. Whereas the Pasteur

Institute continued to produce what they called Lepine vaccine.

It was no different from Salk vaccine. It was a killed virus

vaccine. They had a monopoly. They were charging the French

government a dollar dose and the Pasteur Institute which

unfortunately still has to exist to a large extent on income

from vaccine production carried on a most vioious campaign

against oral polio vaccine in 1960, '61. They said it was

a vaccine fit only for Communist countries that have no regard

for human life. It is not a vaccine for a civilized country

like France and but France continued to have polio and the

Minister of Health called in the director who at that time

was Professor Torquelle of the Pasteur Institute and the

president of the Merieux Pharmaceutical Company, Institute

Merieux, Dr. Charles Merieux. And he asked them, alright,

where do you stand on this. Other countries are getting

involved in producing oral polio vaccine and getting ready

to carry out campaigns and what, where do we stand.

L
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Lepine had a very bad history. I would rather not go into that

because he asked me for the strains originally. I gave him the

strains as the others. There was then a meeting in Leon before

that where a discussion of the production of oral polio vaccine

took place. He claimed he never got--that I refused to give it

to him. There were all sorts of things. But at any rate, as

related to me. Now I have it only from Doctor Merieux, the

president of the Institute Merieux this exchange took place

between the minister, the director of the Pasteur Institute

and Merieux. The director of the Pasteur Institute--this is

according to Merieux. The director of the Pasteur Institute,

Dr., Professor Jacques Trefouel, or it was Jean Trefouel

spelled T REF 0 U E I,L. He said to the minister and I will

say it. Never mind saying it in French. He said in effect,

Mr. Minister, we find ourselves in a very difficult situation.

If we discontinue making the Lepine killed virus vaccine

he said we will not be able to support the work of the Pasteur

Institute. We depend on it. Our whole research program

depends on our sale of this vaccine to the government of France.

At which point Merieux tells me he turned to the minister and

he said. Now, again, it sounds better in French. He said,

Monsieur Ie ministre, dit moi qui est la cornrnercionmaintenant

moi ou l'institute Pasteur? Which translated into English for

the sake of the typist is this: Mr. Minister, tell me, who is

the merchant in this situation now myself or the Institute

Pasteur? Well it took a number of years of unfortunate

experience when France remained, other parts of Western Europe
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with continued incidents of paralytic polio although of course it

was being protected by other countries that were having mass

vaccination. But finally they came to me again and I gave them

new and seed lots and the Pasteur Institute itself has gone

into vaccine production and I had--and we signed a contract. But

finally France itself set up a control authority. So in France I

was not involved.

But let me give you an example of where I was involved

and where I did stop. I had to use, exercise the authority in

that contract. Czechoslovakia who although not quite in the same

relationship to the Soviet Union as Poland wanted to make its

own vaccine. And very soon after 1960 when we carried out our

wonderful campaign I, we signed a contract and they went into

making vaccine and I went out there. The building was not

suitable and when I looked at the protocols I found there was

evidence of mix-up. There was some type 2 in type 1 vaccine,

evidence of poor discipline. And I did it very friendly. I told

the ministry, you have a choice. I cannot give you--of course

you can do things without my permission. I have no standing in

your country. But I have faith in your basic concerns for doing

things right. I said you have a choice: either you go ahead

and you construct a completely new building and get the personnel

trained so that these kinds of mix-ups cannot occur or you stop

making the vaccine and you buy it from the Soviet Union or from

wherever and they decided not to invest, just to make vaccine

for a small population is not very good.

Another one was in Austria. There was a small company

and they were making other biologicals. We signed a contract.

- - --------------------------
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But then when I saw that they did not fulfill the requirements

either of the physical plant or of the people I withdrew

permission. And having withdrawn permission, that was enough

for the Austrian authorities not to, even if they would go

against my advice and the company would still continue to make

some, they wouldn't use it.

Another place was in Switzerland. There was a Swiss

company which wanted to make vaccine from my strains. They

were making other vaccines and again I had to withdraw

permission from them because there was no other authority so

that I was the person who had the only thing I got out of

those contracts was not money but control where I could

influence such control. Now, in the Soviet Union the problem

arose particularly after the vote of the World Health Assembly

that the United Nations should get vaccine to provide for many

other countries that couldn't afford it. The Soviet Union

never submitted really to my control despite my personal

friendship with it because they didn't do certain tests which

I insisted on. They didn't have the structure properly and

there were problems. Their seed was--so that the Soviet Union

however made very large quantities and within their circle of

the rubel as currency they were selling a lot of vaccine and

for quite a high price. But other countries that were beginning

to trade with the Soviet Union like Brazil and countries in

Latin America were getting rubels which they couldn',t spend

on anything in the Soviet Union and the foreign minister

would come to the health ministry and say look, we've got

all of these rubels through which we can't buy anything.
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We are spending a lot of money on biologicals. How about buying

vaccine, live polio vaccine for example in the Soviet Union.

And they would come first to me and then when W.H.O. took over

the responsibility and ask, can you recommend the Soviet vaccine?

Is it being made in accord with standards because standards had

been established around the world and the World Health Organization
and

set standards also and the World Health Organization I had to

say that in large part we don't know actually what they are

doing. Some of the things they are doing are not in accord

with the World Health Organization's standards. So the Soviet

Union asked a special commission of the World Health Organization

in July 1975 to come out and they insisted that I be a member of

it to see how they were doing things in their new building and

new staff.
Well this was another story. There were certain

recommendations made that they should do differently. Dr.

Chumokov was very much upset, violently so, in Russian which I

understood and all of it was not translated. He said we have

been making vaccine longer than anybody else in the world and

more than anybody else. We don't need anybody to tell us how

to do it and if the W.H.O. allots not approve it, say the

hell with it. We have our own circle and really I saw the record

of the many different countries to whom they had been selling

that and they promised to do certain things which subsequently

still have not been done. This is a year later now so that

you see, there were situations when I was really the only person

who had the responsibility.
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And in the case of Iran for example, Iran had decided

to make its own vaccine. This, I was asked while I was still

president of Wisemann Institute and was living in Israel. And

to my very pleasant surprise I went out to Iran and found in a

magnificent institute building, Vilroxi (?)

Institute, just an hour outside of Theron (?)

they had a superbly trained staff. They had constructed a

superb building with excellent facilities, excellent equipment

and I had absolutely no hesitation whatever to recommend, but

this was just during the period when the transition to W.H.O.

And finally, W.H.O. approved them and several years later they

really fulfilled. They made excellent vaccine. And I recommended

this to the ministers who were in charge and finally it was taken

to the prime minister and I told them look, you have here the

best I would say that I have seen. Really, the most beautiful

facilities for making oral polio vaccine. The cleanliness.

Everything lS so superb. I wouldn't hesitate to eat off the

floor of this facility. But what a pity that you will be making

vaccine only for the small population of Iran. At the present

time the Moslem world is buying vaccine only from the Soviet

Union and is dependent on Soviet vaccine.

And Egypt already has made an application which had to

be turned down by W.H.O. for permission. I said, look, in these

facilities you can make enough vaccine for the whole Moslem

world. Well, they were very excited and the prime minister said

we will. And he said we will give it away free. Well, you see

all of these things that enter into it. But now I am basically

out of it. The responsibility for ultimate decisions is that of
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the World Health Organization's special committee of which I am

only one member and I am very happy to see that it is being

very well done by the W.H.O. committee.

Q Well, you know, I wish you would make comment about

the Belgiums for the simple reason that of all of the contracts

that I read in the correspondence, they were the ones who really

took pains to follow out your directions and your criticisms.

And I wonder if you would make comment about that. Or am I
misreading it?

A Well, I would say that certainly Belgium was one of the

first and best because about the same time that Belgium got into
it I think very early in '59, the Sclavo (?)

people in Sienna began and Connart (?)

began orienting things but they began to do this work before

there were any national or international standards set up. And

the only standards of manufacturing were the ones that I wrote

out in very great detail. I was not one of the scientists to

say well I have worked out the general principles. Let the

manufacturing things--no. I worked out in very great detail

on the basis of my pilot plant experience with the Merck company

in 1956 just ~hat to do. How much to add, what to do, every

little detail that I knew of importance. So they had to rely on

me and we worked very closely together. And Belgium does not

yet have a controlling authority. And I knew Professor

Desolmare (?) who was in charge and he has been director

of Luvane (?) University for many years. A very good

virologists. He had a very good group. Personally. So there was

a very good personal relationship there and actually they were the
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only ones who, in 1961 when Japan suddenly says give us 50 million

doses of vaccine, the only ones who would be able to supply

something other than the Soviets and they have continued to make

vaccine. Of course and finally also Belgium I forget whether it

was in '63, after using Salk vaccine for a long time had a mass

vaccination campaign after which, period. No polio. And in

Belgium subsequently it became compulsive.

Q Okay. I think we have--

A I want to make one more comment.
Q Yes.

A For the book. I think that certainly one country which

stands out that has never accepted the live polio virus vaccine

in Europe is Sweden because of Svengaard's influence. And

along with him also some of the--not Norway but first Denmark

and D~nmark came in by the back door, and Finland and Holland

also. And of course Salk especially likes to quote this and

I think Svengaard. He said look we have not been using their

oral vaccine and look at how little polio. If any, we have

practically eliminated it with a good system of using killed

virus vaccine. To some extent it is true. I mean there have

been epidemics, outbreaks, small outbreaks in Holland.

course these are small countries. So what is the basis.
Of

What
is going on.

I remember attending one of those European Association

against Poliomyelitis meetings I think maybe it was '69. I

don't know when. It was already long after mass campaigns had

been carried out in which a serologic survey on the children In

Finland was done and an extraordinary, a high percentage had no
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antibodies for polio even though this Swedish vaccine was being

used. So why didn't they have polio. And here I want to add my

own--alright let anybody who wants to dispute it, dispute it.

But my own view is this.

Long before vaccine days, that situation in Sweden is

such that when they a tremendous outbreak they could go for

five years without having hardly any cases of polio because the

large proportion who had already been immunized prevented a

circle, sufficient circle of dissemination in the country. And

my judgement of why these countries are protected even though

they haven't used--these small countries, the small populations--

is that they are surrounded by masses of countries that have had
has

these mass vaccination programs which interrupted the chain

of transmission so that the viruses that used to be imported from

the outside into Sweden and into Finland or into Holland are now

either not imported at all or reduced to a very, very small

minimum when they do get imported by travelers, when you get an

occasional case, and of course there is no question that a large

proportion are protected by potent killed virus vaccine that is

produced. But, they are no example for the rest of the world.

They are in effect, comparable to the 50% of children in the

united States in many regions that have had no vaccine at all

and yet there is not a single case of polio. They are protected

because the chain of transmission all around has been broken.

So, quoting those countries which, for their own reasons have

stayed away from all polio virus vaccine is being quoted without

the proper epidemiological background without realizing of the

impact of the huge mass of the continent of which they are a
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part where dissemination of the virus has been practically

stopped extensively in Germany and in all other countries and

in the rest of Europe to say nothing of all of the Communist

countries. And this brings us I think to a problem that we

must discuss and cannot delay any longer, Saul.

Q Alright.

A I know you say give me your consent to discuss this.

And I will quote you a phrase, my time is your:time but--

Q Okay.

A Our time is our time and in the next 25 minutes I am

going to address myself to the question that we have got here,

problems of eradication in different parts of the world, Cuba,

Latin America, etc. because this is terribly important and any

other questions you have we will do by correspondence or we

will go over later on.

Q Okay. Go ahead.

A At the present time the world can be said to be roughly

divided as regards polio into three groups. One ~art of the

world in which you have predominantly good health services which

by one system or another poliomyelitis has either been almost

completely eliminated for all practical purposes eliminated.

Another part of the world and that is particularly more

in tropical and subtropical areas which happens to coincide

also with economic underdevelopment where oral vaccine has been

used on and off occasionally in a mass vaccination campaign but

certainly no ongoing program in which some diminution of poliomyelitis

has occurred. Some places more, sometimes, some places less but
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certainly poliomyelitis continues as a problem and there is a

report that just came out in 1976 on the public health service

reporting, reported cases of polio in different parts of the

world which bears on this. And I am going to discuss certain

parts specifically in a minute.

And the third part of the world in which practically no

significant vaccination has been carried out and in which because

again of movement of populations and development projects, more

and more cases of polio are beginning to occur. So there is

still--the world still has polio. Polio has not been eradicated.

And it is an example of so much there is a problem of other

things, not only polio in the world. You may have the knowledge.

You may have the tools through which to achieve certain objectives

that you lack, the organization and you lack the wherewithall

and proper application. What then is the problem in my view.

The problem in my view is that in countries that are

more or less in subtropical or tropical areas where you have

a climate in which you know, children aren't very heavily

clothed, and the cycle of transmission of polio is by this time

accepted by all to be predominantly a cycle of human to human

transmission mostly by children and to the extent that they have

little clothes on in warm weather, the distance from the anus to

the hand and from the hand to the mouth and from hand to hand

is increased. And you have extensive dissemination not only of
other

polio viruses but also enteric viruses. In such countries

there is a special problem which is not quite the same. You

can't. Probably in the united States if you reduced the
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dissemination. If you vaccinated certain proportions of the

population you can ~reak the chain of transmission enough so

that the others are protected. But in such countries, no .•

So then let me take examples of countries whe~e oral

polio vaccine has been used for a number of years and with

continued problems of lack of success. Mexico, across the

border is one. Brazil is another. They are countries when you

get over to the Middle East and Far East like Egypt and Turkey

and Jordan and Iraq and many others countries in which you have

reports in places in Africa where it continues a problem.

What then is the main problem.

One of the first countries to call me to help in setting

up a mass vaccination campaign was Brazil. And I went there in

1961 and finally on the basis of this, just in the state of

Guanabara where Rio de Janiero is the main city, a magnificent

campaign was organized in 1962 I think it was along the American

model as developed here. And really for about eighteen months

there was a very marked drop. And then it came back again

because they didn't do anything any more. They didn't follow

through. And now they have been vaccinating on and off, and I

remember going back to Brazil and the secretaries of health of

different states saying now we have established mother and child

clinics where they can come and get the vaccine but their people

are stupid. They are not educated. They won't come you see.

And my reaction to them was this is the wrong procedure to use

for your kind of a population. If you will permit me to say so

I don't think your people are stupid. I think you are stupilld
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because you expect mothers who have three or four children who

are working to come during the working hours of your clinic,

take buses or some means of transportation that they either

cannot afford or cannot do during the hours you expect them to

come. That is the way you expect to vaccinate your population.

It is wrong. That is not the way to do it. Now, I had a

very interesting experience in 1967 of being called by the

government of Cuba. They wanted to show me how they had

eradicated poliomyelitis. Cuba is certainly a tropical, sub-

tropical country. And, they had had polio continuously and in

1963 I thipk it was they got large amounts of vaccine from the

Soviets and they carried out a mass campaign in their own way

and they said they eliminated poliomyelitis. It was in 1967

that the State Department announced that American medical

scientists who may be getting invitations from governments with

whom the united States had no relations would be permitted to

accept such invitations. So I immediately wrote to my friends

in Cuba and my friends in China and I gave them a copy of this

announcement, and I said I would be very glad to come and see

what was going on, particularly in relation to polio in their
countries.

Within twenty-four hours I had a reply from the Cuban

mission in the united Nations in New York. I never heard from

China. But, ultimately, the trip was arranged and I went to

Cuba in December of 1967. The Director of the PanAmerican Health

Organization happened to be going at the same time. It was

Dr. Horwitz. And I sp~nt eight days with the ministry of public
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health and I really amazed to find what had happened in the

system that they had developed. And the reason that I am going

into this is because it has a bearing in what my subsequent

thinking was on this problem and the recommendations that I have

made and continue to make.

What I did first of all of course was to go to the

hospitals myself and I looked, asked to see the records of all

children and persons admitted with any kind of paralytic

disease during the period sQnce the time when they said they

had no more polio. They had completely eliminated polio. And

I went over it very carefully. I know you know you don't have

to know much Spanish to be able to read a clinical record.

And I was convined that it was not a fountain pen eradication.

Furthermore, I had contacts with pediatricians and people who

were in hospitals with whom I spoke personally without reference.

So I had ways of checking. Moreover, the former minister of

public health and welfare, before Castro, was a close personal

friend. He was a neurosurgeon and he remained in Cuba. He

remained in Cuba. He was Castro's physician. And we had private

conversations. I have many ways of checking other than just

looking at the records. And I was convinced that Cuba really

eliminated polio. How. This is one of the most interesting

side stories.

During the period of great sabotage in Cuba by Cubans

and agents of the United States when factories were blown up

and stores were blown up and everything when--well, what is

common knowledge now. It wasn't then. Cast~o organized, or
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the government organized so called committees for the defense of

the revolution. Every house had a committee that watched on

everybody else who might be a suspect coun~errevolutionary agent.

And there was the most exquisite, fine organization of control--

whether they liked it or not--every house had somebody in charge.

Every business, every operation. And then there was the meeting

between Kennedy and Kruschev--the old missle crisis and sabotage

stopped. And people don't know that there was some sort of

understanding that when the Russians pulled out their missles,

that sabotage from the united States would stop. And the

committees for the defense of the revolution were left with

practically nothing to do. So the public health ministry, the

minister of public health decided to use them for public health
If

activities. Ehey wanted to make a survey for tuberculosis

they would ask in a certain district for people who were In

charge of all these apartment houses and dwellings. Get a

complete list of,all of the people and have them there on a

certain day at a certain hour and the mobile X-ray units would

come. And so they got the idea that they would use the committee

for counterrevolution to vaccinate everybody.

And serologic surveys that were carried out show that

in Cuba it ~eally wasn1t necessary to vaccinate anybody over

four years of age. They already had immunity. So they decided

on an annual program in which, on two occasions they would have

on two Sundays, two months apart, all children two months of

age to four years. They would get, the committees for defense

of the revolution to make lists of all children under their
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charge in that age group. How many there were. And public health

was very well organized under Castro. I must say it, as was

education (?)

Q Urn-huh.

A They got the vaccine from the Soviet Union. They had a

system for distribution that was practically as good as that

which was organized in the United States logistically on the

Phoenix model that I described before. But they had another

wrin~le although they didn't have too many refrigerators they

decided they did it only on Sundays. The church bells were

not used very often anymore. And the decision was that on the

selected Sunday the church bells would ring I think at 7 o'clock

in the morning or something like that and the man who was the

chairman of the particular committee for the defense of the

revolution in a given house in a given block would have his

assistants ready that when the church bells rang they would

go and practically within an hour, two hours, everybody had

gotten his dose of vaccine. And how would they do it.

Because, although there weren't too many refrigerators, the

day before they would go to certain depots with th.eir lists

and they would have to show how many doses of vaccine they

needed. Th.ey would take it back, keep it in the refrigerator.

They had the high school boys and others all trained and they

would go out and actually take it to the children who had to

get it. Rural 'areas, they had other organizations to reach.

And so within the first year after they did that, and they did

it I think February and April or January and something like
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that. Polio disappeared. And 6f course it made sense on the

basis of the Taluca studies because what was happeneing there

was, and furthermore, there is another important part of this

program. That this program was to be repeated every year for

everybody two months of age and not yet five you see, not yet

four, regardless of what they got before. So that if there

was interference or something didn't take, the year before,

you would cover it the next.

This is really the only way to achieve eradication in

a country in which you have a high level of other enteric

organisms. And they continued to do that and really they have

eliminated poliomyelitis even though I had another problem there.

They claimed that some of the Russian vaccine was not very

potent and then Chumokov sent more vaccine and I tested it and

found it was potent. At any rate, the basic principle here was

this. That in areas where you have a high degree of dissemination

of other intestinal viruses and of paralytic polio viruses this

kind of a program is the ~rogram of choice. So that as a con-

sultant to PAHO and incidentally it was in the late sixties and

after I came back from Cuba when the problem continued in Latin

America recurring outbreaks, that I think both. I know I was

appointed a consultant to PAHO for this and also Dorothy Horstman

and we worked out a plan because I had also acquired experience

in Peru and others because I went to many countries with problems

of mass vaccination in those areas. I learned a great deal

about the different problems in different countries. And I

developed a plan which I was then asked I think in 1970 to

present by the Panamerican Health Organization to present to

- -----------------------------------------
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the ministers of health from the different Latin American

countries of what should be done in their countries. And

basically it was this Cuban plan.

I would like to say thatin another country more or less

in the same latitude, Puerto Rico, much smaller than Cuba,

eradication was achieved ~y another method, and not quite the

American method. But the use, extensive use of visiting nurses

in Puerto Rico I found when I went there in 1968, incidentally,

after I had been to Cuba and I found that they had a Ee60rd of

all the children who were born. They kept a record. And they

made sure that visiting nurses would visit all of those children

at the proper time. And they carried the vaccine refrigerated

vaccine with them~ The nurses carried it to the people. They

didn't rely--and they achieved the elimination of polio in

Puerto Rico also but for the vast, the countries of Latin

America, this was an impossible plan. So that I proposed

basically that in such countries, the plan would require annual

vaccination of all children over two months and less than five

years and to do it on two separate Sundays about two months

apart and what I have changed more recently after other sttid~es

was the recommendation, that type 1 which remains still

responsible over the years for 90% of all of the paralytic

cases should be the first dose given on the first Sunday so

that there would be no interference with type 2 and 3, so you

would get a mass dissemination based on the Taluca experience

of polio virus taking over for two months in type 1 and then

the second dose two months later a trivalent vaccine. Type 1
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would have a chance to multiply again where it didn't before.

You would get two and three. The next year you would repeat.

Now, this program has been tried in Iran but it is a question

of ongoing program. I have been going regularly to Brazil from

1961 to more recently in particularly since I married Eloisa

even moreso. And I am really shattered to find out that in the

reports that came in to the World Health Organization that during

the five year period of 1970 to 1974 inclusive Brazil had a

reported mind you, a total of 42,000 cases of paralytic polio.

And in 1973 they had a new minister of health, very much more

organized. He came from San Paulo where they had done some

magnificent-mass vaccination programs but without continuity.

And he asked me to write out in detail this particular plan for

Brazil and then I discovered he never did anything. He didn't

follow through. Now, just a couple of weeks ago I was in Brazil

again and I met with the current minister of health, Dr.

Alamedo Muchado (?)

and I showed him the plan that I had given his predecesor three

years ago which didn't have an impact at all. And he said they

would go ahead and implement t.ha tr.p.Lan now. I don't know whether

they will.
Now, in Argentine on and off again, but Argentina has had

an extraordinary organization of volunteer women called Alpi

a-l-p-i. And I see according to recent reports that Argentina

which is a big country, 25 some odd million or more people,

they are down to one or two cases. They have done a great job.

But much of the rest of the world I think in countries like
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Turkey, like Greece, like Iran or like Iraq, or like Egypt, all

of those countries--I think this particular way of the

eradication of polio is necessary.

Q Before we leave Cuba I had occasion to look through some

of your early Cuban correspondence when the program first began.

And there were refugee Cuban physicians who would write you not

to believe what was going on in Cuba and I wonder if you would

make comment upon that.

A Well I remember having such things and particularly

since after my return from Cuba in 1967, I did give the

report and it was a public report of what had been achieved

in Cuba, I still received letters because refugee physicians

had such a fixation and perhaps it was a subconscious thing

that they having left the country with nothing could be good

in Cuba, but they continue to make such statements. But it

wasn't only my own thinking. There was also follow up by the

Panamerican Health Organization and I would say that in general

the fact that there were 50 to 60% of all the physicians left

Cuba was very quickly made up by a really extraordinary excellent

program of medical training of physicians in Cuba so that they

have overcome. There are many things that aren't right in Cuba

but when it.'oomes to public health, when it comes to education

even though a large part of it is propaganda, when it comes to

distribution of food to see that some people don't get too much

and other nothing, I must say that program has worked very well.

And I know Cuba. I started going to Cuba in 1940 so I knew

Cuba long before. And these were some of the positive points

that were good points for achievement.
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Q We are just about off the tape so I think I will stop

here. I--

A I would like to say something else about--

Q Then let me get a new tape.

END OF TAPE

------------------------------------------------


